**Make-a-Quake!**

Find *Quake* by Peter Forakis on the FWMoA grounds and create your own! We recommend printing on cardstock for a sturdier sculpture, but any paper will work.

1. Add color! Peter Forakis chose a bold red for his sculpture, but you can make yours any color you like.

2. Carefully cut along the solid lines (do NOT cut the dashed lines!). Cutting the center flap can be tricky--ask for help if you need it!

3. Fold along the dashed lines. Fold the middle flap accordion-style (like this: VVV). Look to the real sculpture for guidance.

4. Tape or glue tab A to tab B on the bottom.

5. Your sculpture is complete! Where will you display your creation?

---

**Peter Forakis**
American, b. 1927

**Quake**
Painted and stainless steel, 1982
Gift of the artist and the Alcoa Foundation on behalf of Rea Magnet Wire